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SPA EXPERIENCES

Regardless of
the spa experience
combinations you choose,
Longevity Acrylics Inc. offers
a degree of extreme customization
to its Bathware lines. You will appreciate
just how far Longevity Acrylics Inc. will go to
facilitate your vision of creating your truly unique
bathroom environment.

HYDRO MASSAGE

AIR MASSAGE

4 jets

Classic 12 jets

6 jets

White

Chrome (Optional)

We all dream of the perfect bath. For some of us, that means having a deep massage
while immersed in water.
Whirlpool systems push water to create and deliver a deep massage that soothes
tension, relaxes muscles, eliminates toxins, stimulates blood flow, and generates a
greater sense of well-being.
3/4 hp pump

-

tub mounted on/off switch

-

2 air controls
integrated timer
colour coordinated jets

-

Round White
(Optional)

Square White
(Optional - Classic 12 jets only)

Air therapeutic systems surround you with thousands of tiny pre-heated air bubbles that
give a relaxing massage of soft, warmed air.
Our air therapeutic system offers variable power settings for either a deep and
invigorating massage or a gentle and relaxing one. What’s even better is that the
system is hygienic and maintenance-free, thanks to our automatic purge system that
drains and dries each air jet after use.

-

-

Round Chrome

Mini lateral 32 jets

Available options:

-

1 hp blower

-

ML electronic control switch (Classic 12 jets)

-

MFE electronic control switch (Mini lateral 32 jets)

-

Tub mounted electronic controls

-

Inline heater
(The inline heater is not designed to heat your bath water, just to preheat the

4MBJ-WH/CH

4 micro back jets

CW-HEAT-BATH

Comfortwarm heating pad

IHFI

Inline heater
(whirlpool system)

AROM-MECH

Aromatherapy mechanical

Available options:

AROM-ELECT

Aromatherapy electrical

CW-HEAT-BATH

Comfortwarm heating pad

CKFI

Chromotherapy

AROM-MECH

Aromatherapy mechanical

VIBE

Vibe music system

AROM-ELECT

Aromatherapy electrical

CKFI

Chromotherapy

VIBE

Vibe music system

incoming air to body temperature.)

Installation Guidelines Spa Systems:
• If you are ordering a combination system (air massage system/hydro massage system/mini lateral system), you must order the optional access panel, and there must be an additional access point for the blower
(models 6032S, 7234S, 2170, 2173, 2060, 2063).
• If you are installing a combination system (air massage system & hydro massage system/mini lateral system), the optional access panel only gives you access to the motor (hydro massage system).
You cannot access the blower through the optional access panel.
• When ordering a combination system a 3’ extension kit is available so that the blower can be installed in a closet, or in the basement below.
• If you are installing a combination system (air massage system & hydro massage system/mini lateral system), you need an additional 6” behind the flange of the tub to accommodate both systems (headrest end).
• If you are installing only the air massage system, or only the hydro massage system no additional space is required behind the flange of the tub (headrest end).

COMBINATION HYDRO AND AIR MASSAGE

Hydro massage jet colours

Air massage jet shapes

White

Round Chrome

Chrome (Optional)

Round White
(Optional)

Our desires for a perfect bathing experience may change from day to day. For that reason, Longevity Acrylics offers combination

Square White
(Optional - Classic
12 jets only)

whirlpool and air therapeutic systems for many of its bathtubs, cornertubs,
and tubshowers.
A combination system means that you can always choose from either a water and air massage experience – or both together –
for the ultimate customized bath experience.
Available options:

-

Combination 6 jet and therapeutic air

4MBJ-WH/CH

4 micro back jets

-

3/4 hp pump

CW-HEAT-BATH

Comfortwarm heating pad

-

MFE switch controls both systems

IHFI

-

includes air on/off

Inline heater
(whirlpool system)

AROM-MECH

Aromatherapy mechanical

-

Variable speed and wave cycle plus whirlpool on/off

AROM-ELECT

Aromatherapy electrical

-

Inline heater (air system)

CKFI

Chromotherapy

(The inline heater is not designed to heat your bath water, just to preheat the incoming air to body temperature.)

VIBE

Vibe music system

Combination classic air massage plus 6 jet hydro massage with
optional 4 back micro jets

Installation Guidelines Spa Systems:
• If you are ordering a combination system (air massage system/hydro massage system/mini lateral system), you must order the optional access panel, and there must be an additional access point for the blower
(models 6032S, 7234S, 2170, 2173, 2060, 2063).
• If you are installing a combination system (air massage system & hydro massage system/mini lateral system), the optional access panel only gives you access to the motor (hydro massage system).
You cannot access the blower through the optional access panel.
• When ordering a combination system a 3’ extension kit is available so that the blower can be installed in a closet, or in the basement below.
• If you are installing a combination system (air massage system & hydro massage system/mini lateral system), you need an additional 6” behind the flange of the tub to accommodate both systems (headrest end).
• If you are installing only the air massage system, or only the hydro massage system no additional space is required behind the flange of the tub (headrest end).

CHROMATHERAPY

AROMATHERAPY
MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL

Scents for the pleasure of your senses…
Natural plant extracts known as essential oils are used for aromatherapy. These oils
are made through vapor distillation and the careful extraction or pressurization of the
fragrant matter contained in the plants. Contrary to common belief, essential oils do not
contain any greasy substances but only the natural secretions contained in the plant
cells.

Chromatherapy is a therapy that uses colors to promote harmony and natural wellbeing. Each color corresponds to a vibration with its individual speed, wave length or
rhythm. Its influence is as much physical and psychological as it is emotional and it

Aromatherapy Electrical

allows our vital energy to stimulate healing.
Only a few drops of fragrance are needed. The system works using a pump which leads
The lights are connected to the massage system which is controlled by the main

the air towards the receptacle which is filled with a combination of water and a few

keypad. It can also be controlled from a separate keypad or an air push button for an

essential oil drops. Once the aromatherapy system is turned on, the diffuser spreads

independent chromatherapy system.

the natural scent of the essential oil into the ambient air.

Both systems work with their own electronic control for

-

Cap available in chrome plated finish.

easier maintenance.

-

Check valve (Supplied with the system to avoid water infiltration in the
aromatherapy air pump.)

-

2 LED lights with 9 bulbs per light

-

Easy maintenance (The chamber is designed to resist essential oils.)

(7 colours)

-

The Aromatherapy diffuser system can be operated with an independent

-

Electronic control

-

Additional lights available

Individual chromatherapy
switch

electronic keypad.

Chromatherapy
+ air massage combo
Aromatherapy Mechanical
This uniquely engineered system uses an essential oil bead basket dispenser located
below the deck of your bathtub. The air flows through the basket to release the

Chromatherapy + hydro massage combo

fragrance of the essential oil beads and infuses the bathtub water and surroundings.
Cap available in chrome plated finish.
Aromatherapy bead basket :

Chromatherapy + air massage
+ hydro massage combo

-

Eucalyptus or Lavender fragrance.

-

Each box includes 10 aroma bead baskets.

COMFORTWARM™
SYSTEM

VIBE AUDIO SYSTEM

The Vibe System allows you to enjoy your music or radio at
the touch of a button in your shower or bathtub.
The vibes of the music can be synchronized with a Chromatherapy system that will
change colors in sync with every beat of your favorite music.
If you’re in the mood for peace and relaxation; let the
chromatherapy wash over you with the slow rhythm of the music to bring you where you
Thermotherapy in the comfort of your home.
The comfort of being completely submerged in hot water has always been considered

want to be.
Or let the colors fly to a dynamic beat that will pop-up your day !

the ultimate pleasure in relaxation and home thermotherapy.

On your keypad or remote

But what about the neck and shoulder area that often carries the most weight of our

The Vibe System connected by Bluetooth to your electronic device can easily be

daily stress and fatigue? It is often quite complicated to get that much needed warmth
to the area where tension accumulates the most.

controlled through an electronic keypad or a Remote control.
ON YOUR ELECTRONIC DEVICE (Android, iphone, Tablets, etc.)

-

Chrome Keypad

-

Control with Transflo

-

Bathtub - 22" x 8" 35 watt heating pad

Includes the Bluetooth module, the amplifier and the light connectors.

-

-

The Vibe System uses two(2) 25 watt high quality speakers

-

Low voltage System - 1 Amps

-

Offered in: 120V/15A

ComfortWarm™ Heating pad available:
Sizes

Watts

22’’ x 8’’

35 Watts

You can control the system with

Backlit Keypad

Remote Control

Android

iPhone

